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INTRODUCTION

Fermentation comes from the Latin word
fermentare, meaning “to leaven.”
Leaven /′lεv(∍)n/ (noun): a
pervasive influence that modifies
something or transforms it for the
better.
I have no memory of the entire week
following the accident. I don’t even recall
the moments before it, strangely—before
my brain was hit like a pneumatic ram
strikes a wheel of Cheddar cheese. I’ll tell
you what I do remember, and what I’ve
been told happened in those days.
It was the first ski run of the morning
on Utah’s towering Canyons mountain
and I was still getting my legs under me
when an unruly snowboarder crossed my
path, a narrow miss, and I lost control. I
gained speed until I went head-f irst—sans
helmet—into a block of ice and tumbled
like a rag doll into a nearby ditch. My then-
boyfriend watched it all happen (which is
the only way I have this information, and
it feels foreign—like it didn’t happen to
me). He ran to the crevice and found me

face-down in the snow. When he rolled my
body over, I was unresponsive and brown
liquid seeped from my nose. Cerebral
fluid. He’d taken various backcountry
first-aid courses and learned about those
indicators. I was unconscious for about
eight minutes—enough time for the medics
to caution, “She may be paralyzed.”
On the way to the hospital, I regained
consciousness and illogically fought
to escape the bindings–phew, she’s
not paralyzed–that secured me on the
bodyboard as the EMTs whisked me down
the slope. My mom and dad flew from
Ohio to Utah the next day and walked into
my hospital room to find their intubated
and unresponsive twenty-seven-year-old
daughter in a medically induced coma. By
day three I could respond but I couldn’t
remember things as basic as my birthday;
my traumatic brain injury prevented
much, if any, recollection. I was in bad
shape.
YOU KNOW THAT CRISPY AUTUMN APPLE

that goes perfectly with a wedge of Brie?
Grab a bat and swing it at the apple; now
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LIFE HAD BEEN ROLLING ALONG

splendidly before that. Living in New York
City for six years since college graduation,
I had worked my way up from the NBC
Page Program—the highly competitive
internship-like job made famous by Tina
Fey’s 30 Rock television series—and
got a job on Today, becoming chummy
with the hosts, who greeted millions of
Americans bright and early every morning.
From there I landed my dream job as an
on-camera host at a video news startup:
NowThis News. Always chasing the next
big opportunity, I was looking forward
to an upcoming several-month trip to
Brazil for a video series about the food of
the World Cup. Needless to say, I had a
sizable ego. I was dating a man I adored
(but mind you I fully intended on going
to Brazil a single lady. . . . ) and my career
was on the rise.
Everything was perfect, or close to it,
until everything came to a complete halt.
The ensuing three months at home were
comprised of frequent physical therapy
sessions and lots of chocolate ice cream.
I attribute my recovery to both. The
head injury most aggressively affected
my vestibular system, the body’s balance
center—it’s why humans can stand on
two feet without falling over. (I fell a lot
in those months.) Our brains, I learned,
are miraculous little balls of self-healing;
they’re elastic—like a rubber band—and
can learn, recover, and adjust accordingly.
Slowly, I pieced myself back together,
and as I began to feel like myself, the first
thing I reached for was my DSLR camera.
I started to make videos using skills from

my career—which felt like a parallel life
somewhere in the stars—to investigate
things on my mind: love, loyalty, hunger.
(Hunger both metaphorically and
literally—I voraciously consumed food
in my recovery. My brain was working
hard to heal and needed every calorie it
could get.) I was a foodie before, and my
curiosity was piqued about the role food
plays in our identity, our interactions, and
our traditions. I turned on the camera
and started recording as I explored these
interests. Those videos were the blueprints
of what became my YouTube channel, and
eventually my new career.
The months in Ohio were my cocoon
months, and I returned to New York a
butterfly. The next couple of years were
exciting: tens of thousands of online
followers, flights to Australia and
Thailand and Indonesia for video projects,
and returning to 30 Rock and the Today
show studio, but this time as a guest rather
than a script-r unner behind the scenes.
If I thought my dreams were coming true
before that trip to Utah, after the jolt to
my brain I found a stratosphere that had
before felt completely unattainable.
The man I was falling for at the time
of the ski outing, Connor—the guy I was
(against my heart’s intuition) definitely
going to break up with for an exciting
few months in South America—stayed
by my side throughout it all and, a few
years later, stood by my side at the altar
as we exchanged vows. When Connor’s
job offered us the opportunity to move to
London, we strapped on our metaphorical
skis and threw ourselves down the hill.

Ready or not, we packed our bags and
moved to England.
MY FINGERNAIL TRACED THE GRAIN LINES

of the wooden table . . . back and forth. I
sat alone in my London kitchen, lost in
thought under the glow of a single lamp
illuminating the darkness of a winter
evening. I’d just finished a cheesemonger
shift at England’s preeminent cheese
shop, Neal’s Yard Dairy, and put my staff
discount to use as I swaddled a chunk of
Montgomery’s Cheddar and journeyed to
my apartment in East London, stopping to
pick up a deep brown loaf of bread along
the way.
I lifted my index finger from its
fiddling and cut a thick slice of cheese
and hugged it up against the pocketed
sourdough crumb of a torn-off portion of
bread. I reoriented my body in my chair
like it was a school desk and I an eager
student. I leaned over the table and bit into
the bread and cheese. An almost brothy
savoriness from the Cheddar, a sweetness
from the caramelized crust, and a beer-
like yeasty aroma hit my senses. Beer-
like . . . but not quite; I wasn’t drinking
beer to wash it down—I was drinking red
wine; a ruby ambrosia I swirled in its glass
before I brought it to my lips. I sipped,
swallowed, and exhaled.
My husband, Connor, was elsewhere
that evening. After a day standing on
my feet interacting with customers
and spreading the word about British
farmhouse cheeses, I contentedly
withdrew into an introverted cocoon
and opened the book I was reading, An
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picture my brain as that apple. I was
discharged from the hospital, but I was
far from my normal self. The doctor’s
notes indicated there was a blood clot on
my thalamus (the part of the brain that
relays motor and sensory signals to the
cerebral cortex) and an abnormality in
the midbrain extending to the pons (part
of the brain stem). I vaguely remember
moments starting a few days after the
crash, like snapshots from a movie I might
have seen under the influence of heavy
cold medication. It’s a highlight reel of
being pushed through the airport in a
wheelchair, sitting next to my mom on the
flight to Ohio.
During the first week at my parents’
house I began to comprehend what
happened to me—why I couldn’t stand
on my own, why I couldn’t walk without
assistance. My mom supported the weight
of my naked body to maneuver me in and
out of the bathtub. I began to appreciate
the erasure of my memory as a blessing.
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the third member of this holy trinity of
fermented things.”
Whack.
I looked at the spread on my table and
blinked as I reached for an uncapped pen
from the countertop. I drew a diagram in
the margin of the book: a triangle pointing
down. I labeled each angle according to
what I saw in front of me: cheese on one
corner, wine on the other, and bread on the
apex facing where I sat. Cheese, wine, and
bread. That’s it.
I’M NOT A HIGHLY CURATED, PICTURE-

perfect human. I’m a quirky, line-drawing
scribbles person. Also, I would operate
at lightning speed if I could. Thankfully,
I’ve found an antidote to this haste:
fermentation. When things aren’t moving
fast enough for me, fermentation reminds
me of the value of waiting. Feeding my
sourdough starter every morning, brewing
a new batch of kombucha weekly—at the
risk of sounding like an unhinged hipster,
these are the routines that ground me.

responses, although not instantaneous,
were somehow able to endure, like a
lingering hug or letter that’s traversed an
ocean to land in your mailbox. Rather than
the quick high of a digital fist bump, you
receive a warm embrace. To me, that’s akin
to the satisfaction fermentation offers.
It’s what makes a bread of rich flavors
that meld beautifully, presented as a
pillow-y braid or boule with a perfume
of yeast, and is similar to how my brain’s
neurons learned to fire together again
after the ski accident (not an exact
scientific parallel, but you get the idea).
Both are time and conditioning working
in tandem to create something altogether
different and wholly incredible.
The crisis that accompanied moving
abroad broke me out of my comfort zone to
seek unfamiliar trades, poke my curiosity,
and learn new languages to strengthen my
connection with the people I encountered.
Circumstance and intention can give
birth to something wonderful, just like the
subjects of this book.
This book is my exploration into the
worlds of cheese, wine, and bread. They’re
my trio of life’s essence, a microcosm
of its nourishment and joy. I turned to
fermentation in order to dive even deeper
into the things that fed my body—literally
and figuratively. It’s with this realization
that my story begins.
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Everlasting Meal by Tamar Adler. I sat
cross-legged on the chair and delightedly
flipped the pages to a section about
cheese (where she accurately writes,
“Cheesemongers are categorically zealous.
Their counters are their pulpits, and they
live to share their gospel.” This woman
knows what she’s talking about.) The title
of the chapter, “How to Have Balance,”
I couldn’t help but notice, accentuated a
woeful lack of balance in my life.
I cycled through my cheese and
bread layering routine as I read, and
subconsciously rubbed the narrow stem of
the wine glass as though I were polishing
it. I looked through Adler’s recipe for
savory baked ricotta, the last line of
which reads, “Put bread and cheese, and
whatever condiments you’ve chosen, on
the table. Serve them, a salad, and not
much else.” Well, I’ve got the bread and
cheese here. Don’t have a salad, but I’ve got
wine—the three are all I need.
The next sentence hit me like an
emphatic revelation: “Wine and beer are

The practices of fermentation are as old
as civilization itself, but the splendor of
it found me in my early thirties as I was
unpacking all my belongings after moving
from New York to London.
Bread and beer, kimchi and
sauerkraut, wine and cheese are all
examples of fermented products; many
of our most common kitchen items are.
Fermentation is right under our noses
but is only now entering most people’s
awareness.
Fermentation is the process by which
a substance breaks down into a simpler
substance, altering food with microbes
rather than cooking them with fire. If
this produces the most essential, delicious
foods on earth, what can the same process
do for us, as humans? Our lives ferment—
the awkward, smelly phases along with the
delicious, robust ones—and mine certainly
did I as I made discoveries while exploring
cheese, wine, and bread in England, Italy,
and France.
The draw of foods that take time to
be transformed almost magically by the
microbes within is a comforting prospect,
and a necessary antidote to our live-
tweeting culture. For instance, when you
post a photo on Instagram or Facebook,
do you automatically refresh the page as
the “likes” pop up? Imagine if you had to
wait two weeks, or two months, before
you could see the responses, except those
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Cheese:
milk’s leap
toward
immortality.

PART ONE

CHEESE // ENGLAND
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THE MAGIC OF MILK

When I worked on a goat farm in rural
England, the milk came pouring in every
morning at seven, fresh from the goats’
teats via a pipe. In the evenings, more
fresh milk was put into a large stainless-
steel tank, where we fetched it the
following morning. It was often my job
to move the evening’s supply, handheld
bucket by handheld bucket, from the
tank into one of the vats in the cheese
room. A spout released the contents, and
the pressure from the weight of the milk
could be so strong it shot out like a fire
hydrant across the length of the room. If
I wasn’t quick with the lever, it sprayed
upward and outward and splotched
my face and glasses like a Jackson
Pollock painting. That happened more
than once.
Cheesemaking is a wet endeavor—
you are constantly surrounded not just
by milk, but subsequently whey—the
liquid byproduct of coagulation—and
lastly water to wash the whole mess
away. (Wellies and waterproof aprons are
essential wardrobe items in the cheese

room.) Even as I dove my hands into vats
of curds daily, I didn’t know the science
behind what I was doing. A micelle, huh?
A kappacasein . . . is that a fraternity?
As I sloshed milk from one basin to
the next, I couldn’t have told you about
the amino acid filaments ricocheting off
each other inside the buckets as I jostled
them around. It was only after I knew
how to make cheese that I learned why it
was all possible.
Everything else will make sense once
you understand the basics, so I’ll start
here, with milk. Jenn Kast, the resident
science buff at Neal’s Yard Dairy—the
London cheese shop I worked in—told
me, “Milk defines cheesemaking—
microbiologically and enzymatically.”
Science was never my strongest subject,
and I didn’t really understand the deluge
of terms that subsequently poured out
of Jenn, but after a boot camp learning
from her, quizzing various cheesemakers,
and spending many days with my nose
in books in the British Library, it clicked.
It’s awesome. Let’s dive in.
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The caseins are hydrophobic—they
don’t like water (or boys, to continue the
metaphor)—they cozy up together, with
kappacaseins all around the perimeter
because they have a filament (like a
tail—a peptide tail of amino acids) that is
hydrophilic—it likes water. In other words,
the kappacaseins, with their filaments,
are the flirty girls standing on the outside
of the group of preteens; they’re the ones
tossing their hair over their shoulders,
eyeing the cute boys.
SINCE THE FIL AMENTS ALL AROUND THE

edge have a negative charge, the micelles
bounce off each other, ensuring the
particles stay suspended. This is how it’s
a successful colloid. Until . . . we start to
make cheese.
To do so, we need to disperse the
elements of the colloid—to separate the
curds from the whey. This can happen
naturally (it’s the oldest method of
cheesemaking known to humanity),
because over time and with the application
of heat, the harmless lactic acid bacteria
that exist in milk—Lactobacillus,
Lactococcus, Leuconostocs, and so on—
proliferate and convert lactose into lactic
acid. As the all-knowing DJs of this dance,
cheesemakers do some things to speed that
along.
A microbial starter—starter
culture—is often added to introduce
the specific bacteria used to initiate the
transformation of milk to cheese, and it
can have a big impact on the final taste.
It can be introduced in powder form,
although some cheesemakers rely on the

T he M agic of M ilk
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IT ALL BEGINS WITH MILK—T HE SUBSTANCE

of cheesemaking. The reason milk can be
transformed is because it isn’t technically,
in the strictest sense of the word, a liquid.
(Yeah, crazy, right?) It’s a colloid, which
means one substance is microscopically
dispersed and suspended in another
substance.
Think of milk like one big dance
floor with water, fat, lactose, minerals
(like calcium phosphate), casein proteins
(curds), and serum proteins (whey) all
boogieing to their own beat. The casein
proteins are what we focus on to get the
cheese party started.
On this dance floor, there’s no
Macarena or Cupid Shuffle—it’s a party in
which the casein proteins cluster together
like the girls at a middle school dance.
The group of girls is fairly diverse; there
are a bunch of different caseins that come
together to form a micelle—the spherical
arrangement of molecules; a glob. It’s a
glob of proteins. It includes alpha caseins,
beta caseins, and kappacaseins (and a
small number of other components, like
the calcium phosphate I mentioned, which
helps keep the structure of the micelle).

lactic acid bacteria (LAB) in the whey
from the prior day’s batch and add some
to the milk to jumpstart fermentation,
a technique known by the oh-so-sexy
term backslopping. The LAB breaks
down the micelle by consuming lactose
(a milk sugar) and creating lactic acid,
slowly denaturing the protein (this is what
happens when milk turns sour). It’s as
though the dancers gradually disperse.
The other way to coagulate milk is
to use rennet—a complex set of enzymes.
There are a few different kinds of rennet:
most traditionally there’s animal rennet
(enzymes found in the stomach of
ruminant animals), but there are also

microbial (vegetarian) rennet, and some
plant sources found in nature (like the
thistle, which was used to coagulate one of
the varieties of goat cheese I made at the
farmhouse where I worked).
Here’s how it happens. Chymosin is
the main enzyme in rennet, and when
added to milk, it clips off the kappacasein
filament . . . which was the only thing
preventing the protein micelle clusters
from joining together. Without those tails,
the casein micelles attach like sticky balls.
Those balls are the curds, and that is the
magic moment in cheesemaking; the
transformation has begun. This is called
“setting the curd.”
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gentle squeezes, like a heartbeat—we’re
here.
I gulped.
Didn’t I want this?
Living overseas was always a dream of
mine, but after we landed, I had a visceral
fear my career was slipping away—or
worse, that it straight up evacuated the
plane, parachuting into the Atlantic Ocean
as we flew over. I had made the mistake of
checking my email as we disembarked at
Heathrow and saw a note from a producer
at the Today show, asking if I was available
Thursday to demo a recipe. Well, crap.
This might be a tougher relocation than
I anticipated. It was Connor’s job that
brought us to England, and I followed my
love, but I couldn’t help but wonder if that
was a mistake.
Leading up to the move, I completely
underestimated the changes that would
take place in moving, after a decade of
living in New York City. What would
be the big difference, anyway? Such a
typical New Yorker attitude—confident
I could handle anything. At that point
in my career, I was a professional

felt like another little thing piled on top of
the baggage we were about to carry with
us down the nuptial aisle. Connor doesn’t
love wine—he’ll drink it, but he’s pretty
meh about it all. I love wine. Adding it
to the list of my joys that Connor did not
share, it was scribbled under number one:
cooking (but above number three, baths).
This weighed heavily as I fretted about a
lifetime commitment. How can the things
I’m obsessed with, the things I believe link
us all as humans and are the lifeblood of
connection and upon which I have built
my entire career, be so unimportant to my
person? I’m about to marry a man who
would rather have cereal five nights a week
than dirty multiple dishes! But I’m in love
with him! Gah, life!
There are moments in cheesemaking
when one of the main components
goes rogue. It’s a domino effect, each
influencing the other in a tumbling
cascade. Take heating the curds and
whey; a few degrees’ difference can
ruin everything. That temperature
variation could be caused by a distracted
cheesemaker, environmental changes, or
any number of reasons. High risk, high
reward, right? Therein lies the challenge of
cheesemaking. It’s a fine line.
Fine, and sharp as a knife.
There are moments when an element
in life goes rogue, too. It must’ve been the
first week after we landed (I still had sea
legs) when I went on a lunch date with
a cousin of a friend. Ten to fifteen years
older than I, she was casually coiffed and
beautiful. She and her husband, both
Americans, had moved to London years

just a taste
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I woke up bleary-eyed. Where am I? I
tumbled out of the unfamiliar bed like a
slinky and my feet met the ground with
a thud. Oh, right, London. We live here.
Connor and I were shacking up in a pint-
size flat in Central London until we found
a long-term lease, and I was alarmingly
disoriented. Okay, Connor’s in the bed.
I’m supposed to be here. I slowly recalled
the night before; we had the best Indian
food of our lives in a humming, colorful
restaurant, and the ruby paneer seemed
to jingle in tandem with the vintage
Bollywood music as it lit up my mouth.
It was the taste I had yearned for:
something new, something different. We
could have been in Bombay, except for
emerging onto a calm street not far from
Trafalgar Square just before midnight
and seeing one lone black cab roll by. We
drifted lockstep along the vacant path of
the Thames River, amazed that London
seemed to shut down at night in a way New
York City never did. As we approached Big
Ben, sturdy and significant, we felt like we
had the city all to ourselves. Necks craned
looking up, Connor gave my hand two

YouTuber—I made money from views,
brand partnerships, and various video
gigs buoyed by the growing success of
my channel. I produced, shot, edited,
and hosted; our little Brooklyn kitchen
transformed into my work studio during
the day while Connor went to his office
in Manhattan. My set was anywhere I
propped up my tripod and my audience
was on the Internet; to my mind,
geographical location was no concern. The
transition to England would be seamless,
right? The year prior I’d lived in Paris,
France, for three months to go to culinary
school at Le Cordon Bleu while I kept
a rigorous video production schedule,
without much issue. So, sure, there would
be some fine-tuning, but most everything
would continue uninterrupted . . . right?
Wrong. But this assumption remained
unchallenged largely because the months
prior correlated with the intensive,
stressful months of wedding planning. We
moved to London at the end of March and
our wedding was in New York at the end of
June, exactly three months to the day after
we moved to England.
During those pre-wedding months in
our temporary flat in Central London, I’d
uncork a bottle of wine right around five
o’clock, before Connor got home. I finished
emails and video edits while sipping on the
sweet nectar of a Chianti or Sancerre, and
by the time he walked through the door I
was onto glass number two. When dinner
rolled around, I mean, it was only normal
to have some with my meal. I would offer
to pour one for Connor and he’d curtly
decline; in the tension of the transition it
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line, yet sharp as a knife. I was the milk
and she was the cold front that stopped
the cheese from reaching its necessary
temperature. In this metaphor, I was also
the cheesemaker, and I didn’t check the
temperature before moving to the next
step. I nodded and urged the conversation
forward without letting on how affected
I was by her pronouncement that I was
“trailing.”
In cheesemaking, the maker might not
know a step went awry until much later.
Some cheeses are gooey, some are squeaky.
Some are covered in mold and others have
mold throughout the interior. With holes
or without. Each of these characteristics
is coveted only when they are the desired
outcome. If a cheesemaker expects to
produce a cheddar and ends up with a blue
cheese that melts at room temperature,
things went wrong.
After my lunch meeting, I was
melting at room temperature. Anxiety
compounded anxiety like a fuzzy
mucor growth (the unintended kind
of mold) spreading to all the cheeses
in the maturation room. That evening,
Connor and I sat down for dinner and
as I fumed and reached for a bottle of
wine, he stepped up like a good assistant
cheesemaker and checked my pressure
valves. He held up a mirror: this was more
drinking than was typical for me. I love my
husband for his ability to gently keep me in
check. We had lived together in Brooklyn
for two years and he knew my Happy Katie
consumption habits. Wine had become my
transition vice, and once this was clear,
I didn’t buy a bottle for months; I was

mortified at slipping into a problem that
needn’t be one. (When I returned to my
relationship with wine months later, it was
a healthy and happy reunion.)
WE EVENTUALLY STARTED TO SET TLE IN;

we took to including the words pram,
mate, quid, and queue in our lexicons.
We lived in a flat and went shopping
for jumpers and trousers. (In the UK, if
you ask for pants, they’ll think you want
underwear.) We took the lift, not the
elevator.
Fake it till you make it, they say, and
sure enough, before long things began to
click professionally, too. A few months
after our move I was offered the project
that altered the rest of my experience in
Europe: a contract to make a series of
videos all about cheese.
Comté Cheese Association—the
organization behind one of France’s most
beloved cheeses—hired me to create a
series of videos about the long tradition of
Comté: how it’s made and why it is special.
I spent an immersive week in the Jura and
Doubs regions of Eastern France across
the border from Switzerland. I was in the
Alps and walked the fields at their foothills
with the farmers whose cows produce
the milk that becomes Comté. I stirred
curds in the fruitières where the milk
becomes cheese, and tasted the results of

maturation in the affinage cellars where
thousands of two-foot-w ide wheels of
Comté lined walls of long rooms, aging on
spruce shelves. I ate breakfast, lunch, and
dinner with these new friends, exercising
my conversational French skills to their
limit, and receiving heaps of cultural
insights and cheese doctrine. Oh, and I
ate a whole lot of cheese—from fondue for
dinner with a dairy farmer and his family,
to slices with my coffee for breakfast, to
more fondue for lunch at an inn nestled in
the mountains. (What can I say? They love
their fondue—and you can’t blame them.)
After my Comté immersion, I hopped
off the Eurostar train from France and
made my way home to London, exhausted
yet undeniably inspired. London Katie
had at last found her creative happy place.
After those rough few months, I was
desperate to continue moving forward;
slipping into a depressed state was to be
avoided, and I wanted to see where the
cheese trail led.
A newfound ally from the Comté
project, Jean-Louis Carbonnier, sent an
email introducing me to Bronwen Percival,
a buyer at London’s preeminent cheese
shop, Neal’s Yard Dairy. Like a dairy
godmother, she revealed an entire world of
artisan cheese to me. She urged me to try
helping at the shop as a cheesemonger. I
didn’t need much convincing.

just a taste
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ago, and she’d be helping me feel at home.
That was the idea, anyway.
I followed her lead and we both
ordered Earl Grey tea (so British!) and the
roasted tomato and goat cheese quiche as
she told me she left her successful career
(In what? I don’t remember) to follow her
husband’s job opportunity in Hong Kong,
then again to follow his promotion that
took them to London. Um, will that be me
and Connor? His job was the impetus for
uprooting our lives . . . “But it worked out
wonderfully!” she said.
Even as I chewed, my sense of taste
diminished. She continued, offering tales
of adjusting to life in London, and now
contentedly calling it home for close to a
decade. A wonderful place to raise kids,
she said. She was highly involved in a
women’s group, coordinated her family
vacations and children’s extra-curricular
activities, organized events for her Pilates
class, delegated all home-related tasks;
her calendar was always full, but she was
happy to squeeze in time to have lunch
with me.
Holy crap, is she a lady who lunches?
I set my fork down. Are we ladies who
lunch?
At one point, she sweetly reached
across the table to place her hand on mine
as she said the words that would ring in
my head, bouncing off of all corners of my
skull, for months (nay, years) to come, “But
such is the life of a trailing spouse, right?”
Trailing spouse.
It’s a fine line between allowing a
person’s categorization of you to sink
in, and letting it bounce off you. A fine
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Fondue is a favorite vehicle for the consumption of cheeses the world over,
but this classic Alps preparation only recently became popular on a larger
scale. You can thank a real-life cheese cartel for that. Yup.
Prior to World War I, the Swiss made a fortune exporting cheese; this
played a major role in the country’s economy. After the war, almost all the
European countries importing cheese were too broke to continue buying,
and that’s when the Swiss government formed the Swiss Cheese Union
(Schweizer Käseunion), which has been nicknamed the “cheese mafia.” It
worked like a cartel; they forced every dairy farmer and cheesemaker to
have fixed prices, told them how much cheese to make, and ran quality
control measures. They also whittled down the innumerable variety of
cheeses made in Switzerland to mandate only a handful of types be
produced, supporting three varieties: Gruyère, Emmental (what we think of
as “Swiss cheese”), and Sbrinz.
The Swiss Cheese Union played puppet master for the domestic
and global marketing efforts of these cheeses and pushed for their ideal
usage: fondue and raclette (melted cheese over new potatoes, with a few
cornichons to crunch on the side). Both of these became Swiss national
dishes, again thanks to lobbying efforts. The campaigns worked, and the
Swiss Cheese Union controlled the supply for decades. It kept prices high
and competition low. The cartel paused during World War II, but shortly
thereafter resumed the work of increasing Swiss cheese sales near and far.
By the 1970s, they had the genius idea of promoting fondue in America—a
huge market for cheese. It was a major success. Fondue became as popular
as bell bottoms and shag carpet.
Sure, the Swiss Cheese Union protected Switzerland’s cheese industry
during uncertain economic times, but it also streamlined (and arguably
downgraded) cheese production in an otherwise richly diverse cheese land.
Like most cartels, the corruption of the Swiss Cheese Union was uncovered:
accepting bribes and breaking international trade laws led to jail time.
The cheese scandal of the century! In 1999, the Swiss Cheese Union was
officially dismantled.
Happily, cheese innovation has resumed, and there are around 450
unique types of cheese made in Switzerland. In honor of the magnificent
varieties that exist and are indeed delicious in fondue, I hope you’ll make
some fondue tonight (a recipe follows on page 000).

British Cheese Fondue
MAKES 4 SERVINGS

I can thank my friends at Neal’s Yard Dairy for this combination, which uses Lincolnshire
Poacher (it tastes like a mix between a mild cheddar and a Comté, smooth on the tongue, a bit
sweet, and slightly nutty; it melts beautifully) as the base cheese and then adds crumbly, buttery
Lancashire (a British Territorial cheese—the lingo used to express traditional cheeses produced
in a certain part of the country and exhibiting the characteristics that define them), Ogleshield
(a British raclette cheese) and Rollright (a soft cow’s milk cheese, not unlike Camembert). For
a fun color pop and flavor-forward fondue, swap the Lancashire for the burnt orange-colored
Red Leicester (crumbly and savory, it makes for an atypical pot of fondue). Or if you’re a die-
hard blue cheese fan, you won’t regret swapping in some Stilton. Hat-tip to the shop’s Fondue
Nights, an event offered to the public, which is essentially a fondue feast, complete with wine
pairings and a variety of fun dipping items and side bites, like baked new potatoes, cornichons,
and balsamic pearl onions—all of which I’d certainly recommend as additions for your at-home
fondue meal.
1 garlic clove
6 ounces (170 grams) base cheese of
Lincolnshire Poacher (or Comté or Gouda),
cut into small cubes
4 ounces (115 grams) Lancashire (or any
British territorial cheese, like Wendsleydale
or Cheshire), crumbled into chunks
4 ounces (115 grams) Ogleshield (or a
suitable raclette cheese, like Gruyère), cut
into cubes
4 ounces (115 grams) Rollright (a soft cheese,
Camembert-esque, which you can scoop into
the fondue pot)
3/4 cup (175 milliliters) dry white wine (use an
acidic white wine, like a Sauvignon Blanc,
rather than a fruity one)
3 tablespoons (50 milliliters) Kirsch, a clear
cherry brandy (or more white wine)
Bread (stale bread works best), cut into
cubes (for dipping)

Rub the garlic clove on the basin of the
fondue pot before adding the cheese. Add
the base cheese to the pot over medium heat.
Add the other cheeses, including the edible
rinds. Add the wine, which helps slacken
the cheeses and prevents them from setting
together. Add the Kirsch, which has a similar
textural affect and balances the richness of
the cheese. Stir until well-melted and smooth,
with the same consistency throughout.

just a taste
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F U N F O N D U E FA C T S

Notes
• If the fondue is too thick, add more wine or

a bit of crème fraîche.

• If the fondue is too runny, mix 1 or 2

teaspoons of cornstarch thoroughly with
1 tablespoon of water, add it to the pot, and
stir quickly. This also helps bind the fondue
back together if it begins to split.
15

Fondue Etiquette
1. Don’t let your fondue fork go into your

3. The film of hardened cheese on the bottom

mouth; we’re not at the dentist’s office. Pull
the bread off the fondue fork with your teeth
or move the bread to a plate using a table fork
and use that fork to eat the dipped bread.

of the pot, which you’ll discover once you’ve
eaten most of the cheese, is known as la
courte or la religieuse. It’s considered a treat.
Don’t wash it away in the sink! Scrape it
from the bottom and munch it; your fondue
experience is complete.

2. Proper dipping method is to scrape the
bread in a slow figure 8 on the bottom of the
pot, then lift and let drip, then move it to your
plate (or mouth).

just a taste
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Scotch Egg with Potato and Cheese
MAKES 4 SERVINGS AS A STARTER, 8 AS AN HORS D’OEUVRE

2 to 4 Russet potatoes, approximately
11/2 pounds (650 grams) total, unpeeled

THE FINAL COUNTDOWN

Salt, for boiling the potatoes
4 large eggs
1 tablespoon neutral oil (sunflower oil, peanut
oil, canola oil), plus more for deep frying
1 white onion, finely chopped
2 garlic cloves, minced
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taken to a day’s work. Still other stories
note it might be rooted in the cuisine of
India from its days as a British colony,
and the Scotch egg could be a version of
nargisi kofta or dimer chop. Any of these,
or a combination of them, could be true.
Scotch eggs don’t traditionally include
cheese, but I like my version better than
the meaty ones, to be honest. Here, I wrap
a layer of cheesy potatoes around a peeled
hardboiled egg, then bread it and fry it.
Since I make it with my favorite English
cheddar, Montgomery’s (Monty’s for short),
the color of the cheese is roughly the same
as the potato (bright orange cheddar is
not the cheese’s natural color; it’s often the
result of coloring by the annatto seed and
is not typical in cheddars from England).
It may be visually subtle, but it’s big in
flavor.

1 cup (3.5 ounces/100 grams) shredded
cheddar cheese
1/2 teaspoon fine sea salt, plus more to taste
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper, plus
more to taste
1 large egg, beaten
1 1/2 cups (150 grams) fine breadcrumbs (I
prefer homemade), or panko breadcrumbs
Piccalilli, for serving

1. Boil the potatoes: fill a large pot with water
a couple of inches from the rim. Place the pot
over high heat and bring to a boil. Add the
potatoes and a few tablespoons of salt. Boil
for 20 to 30 minutes, until a fork or knife
easily pierces the center of each potato, then
drain and set aside to cool.
2. Make the soft-boiled eggs: fill medium
saucepan with water to cover the eggs.
Carefully place the eggs in the water and
set the pan over high heat. When the water
begins to boil, immediately cover the pot
and turn off the flame. Let sit for 6 minutes.
Now is a good time to prepare the ice bath by
filling a medium bowl with ice and then cold
water. Remove the eggs with a slotted spoon
and transfer them to the ice bath. Let them
cool until you can comfortably handle them,
then gently crack the shell with a light but

The Final Countdown

Going into the Christmas crunch, I had
to get my cheesemonger game face on like
a competitor. I dressed in my apron and
wellies with “The Final Countdown” on
repeat in my earbuds. Okay, no I didn’t,
but working behind the slate would be an
endurance test, and I needed to prepare.
My preferred way to have an easy,
filling snack on hand that also bundled
up for the December chill was a Scotch
Egg. Despite its name, the Scotch egg isn’t
Scottish, and there are a few competing
stories about where it does originate. One
is that it was the perfect portable snack
for the upper class of London while they
traveled to their countryside homes.
Another legend suggests they were made
for the poorer, working-class Brits in
northern England’s Yorkshire region as
a compact, handheld treat that could be

sturdy tap on the counter and peel the eggs
under running water. Set the soft-boiled eggs
to the side.
3. When the boiled potatoes are cool enough
to handle, peel them (either with pressure
from your fingers—the skin should slide off
fairly easily, though you may need to scrape
at it with your fingernail every now and
again, or use a peeler). With a potato masher,
squash the naked potatoes into a rough,
chunky potato mash.
4. Heat the 1 tablespoon of neutral oil in
a medium frying pan over medium heat.
Add the onion and salt and pepper and stir
to combine well. Spread the onion evenly
around the saucepan and cook until it begins
to soften, 1 to 2 minutes. Add the garlic and
cook for 1 minute, until fragrant, then mix
in the potato mash until well incorporated.
Transfer the mixture to a medium bowl to
cool.
5. Stir the shredded cheese into the cooled
potato mixture. Divide it into 4 equal
portions. Take a handful of the mashed
potatoes (roughly a heaping 1/2 cup) and cover
one side of the egg with it. Grab another
handful of the mashed potatoes, turn the egg
over, and cover the other side. Cupping your
palms, press the mashed potatoes around
the egg. You want the potatoes to be evenly
distributed all around the egg, so if one part
feels bulky you should pinch some potatoes
off and if a section seems thin, you should
add more. Rotate the potato-covered egg
continuously in your hands as you compress
the potatoes with your palms. This is key to a
smooth and rounded shape. You’ll know it’s
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the oil to 375ºF (190ºF). You can also test the
temperature this way; it’s ready when a small
bit of bread is dropped into the oil and it
begins to sizzle immediately balls.
9. Cover a plate with paper towels or a dish
cloth (not a fancy dishcloth, as it will be
soaked with oil shortly).
10. Gently lower a potato-egg ball into the
hot oil to fry, and adding another ball if there
is room in your chosen pot (I fry two at a
time in my 12 1/2-inch/32-centimeter wok).
Turn the ball(s) gently a few times so all the
sides are fried to an even golden-brown hue
(about 3 to 4 minutes). Use a slotted spoon to
transfer it/them to the lined plate to drain the
excess oil. Immediately, while fresh from the
oil, sprinkle on a pinch of sea salt. Adjust the
heat to medium high so the oil doesn’t get too
hot, and cook the remaining potato-egg balls
the same way.
11. Cool the potato-egg balls for about 5
minutes before serving. If you want to use
them as an hors d’oeuvre rather than a
starter, cut them into quarters lengthwise.

The Final Countdown

ready to set aside when the potato is compact,
without any cracks (which would indicate the
potatoes might crumble off the egg during
frying). Set aside. Repeat with the remaining
portions of potato mixture and soft-boiled
eggs.
6. Crack the egg for the coating into a wide,
shallow bowl. Beat with a pinch of salt
until smooth. Place the breadcrumbs into a
separate wide, shallow bowl.
7. Dip a potato-egg ball into the beaten
egg, rolling around the coat completely and
letting any excess drip off. Then, dip it into
the bowl of the breadcrumbs, turning until
it’s thoroughly coated. Dip the potato-egg ball
into the beaten egg again, then again in the
breadcrumbs. Place the coated potato-egg
ball on a plate and repeat to make the rest.
8. Pour a few cups of oil into a wok or a
deep, heavy pot, such as a wok or Dutch
oven. The potato-egg balls won’t need to be
fully immersed in the oil, but they should be
largely covered (you will rotate them in the oil
as they fry). Turn the heat to high and bring
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UP TO MY ARMPITS IN CURDS (MAKING CHEESE)

I rode the train to Bath, two hours
southwest of London, then drove twenty
minutes into the countryside to a Somerset
property called Sleight Farm. I stepped
over nettles as I walked from the entrance
gate to the side of the driveway and peered
where the gravel path led—up a green and
rather daunting hill, then curving out of
sight.
When the car was through the
entrance, I walked the gate shut and
latched it behind me. I pulled up my
sunglasses and craned my neck to see
the top of the hill. Nothing. A half dozen
cows staring at me while their lower
jaws worked diligently on the grass they
munched. (I could’ve sworn a few of them
stopped chewing entirely, staring at me
with their jaws flopped open, like what’s
this city slicker doing out here? But I may
be mistaken.) I returned the sunglasses to
my nose and ducked into the car, hiding
from the curious bovine like a celebrity
evades paparazzi.
Half a mile up the hill, a stately old
stone home came into view, perched
regally atop the plateau. I couldn’t take

my eyes off this quintessentially English
countryside abode, with its white trim
and four powerful stone chimneys. As I
stepped out of the car I turned to see the
view from the home: we were in the clouds
above Somerset. I could have been leaning
from a hot air balloon and caught the same
frame—the pastures with animals leisurely
wandering, the narrow road of the local
high street, and the couplets of trees that
dotted the landscape. (Now I was the one
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standing slack-jawed. Sorry for picking on
you, cows).
As I turned and made my way to the
house, I was confronted by my reason
for being here: two young goats ran at
me, passed me, then doubled around,
ricocheting off the side of the barn next
door as they frolicked about and caused
a ruckus. (Teenagers are all the same,
regardless of species.) Oh, yeah . . . I’m here
because of the goats! I would stay in that
regal stone house for the next weeks, and
I’d be in that barn every morning by seven
to move buckets of goat’s milk, making
goat’s milk cheese.
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JUST INSIDE THE FRONT DOOR OF THE BIG

stone farmhouse, through a little mud
room with sodden boots and mismatched
slippers, was the kitchen. Catherine
Ochiltree ushered me in; she had recently
taken over the farm from the late Mary
Holbrook (the “reluctant guru of goat’s
cheese,” wrote The Guardian), and was in
touch with NYD’s Bronwen Percival, who
called on me to help during the dairy’s
transition of ownership.
It was mid-morning tea break—a
ritual I came to love. After the first of
the morning’s work was done, everyone
gathered in the kitchen and a flurry of
activity and conversation ensued—arms
reaching over each other for the butter,
plates clattering as fresh toast was tossed
on them, hands fumbled with the Marmite
lid, and a big jug of milk at the center of
the table: fresh goat’s milk that everyone
added to their black tea.
My eye went straight to James—the

groundskeeper and general handyperson—
because he was wearing a bright yellow
coat that you could see from outer space.
He pulled out a wooden chair at the table
for me to sit on, “Welcome to the ‘ouse!”
Across the table was Kay, who milked
the goats and cared for the livestock
on the farm—pigs and cows, too. Ever
understated, she nodded at me as a
welcome. Beside her was Debbie, one of the
cheesemakers, who also did the milking on
weekends when Kay had off. Charley, Kay’s
fiancé, helped out on the farm as needed
and said hello, then introduced me to Kay’s
daughter, Emily, who sat at the end of the
table. Thirteen years old and seeming shy,
she stirred another spoonful of sugar into
her mug of instant coffee, “Hello,” she said,
barely glancing up.
“Katie will be helping us the next
couple of weeks,” Catherine said. “She’s
American but lives in London. She’s been
working with Neal’s Yard Dairy! We love
them, don’t we?” she glanced around the
room for consensus. “I don’t know how we
could’ve carried on after Mary without
them.”
“Did you just move from ‘Merica?”
James asked.
“Actually, no,” I shifted in my seat, “it’s
been two years! I’ve worked at Neal’s Yard
Dairy the past two Decembers. Kind of
crazy how time flies.”
“Oh, you’ve been here for yonks!”
Charley exclaimed.
Yonks? Everyone at the table, aside
from Catherine, was local and spoke in
what’s known as West Country English.
The West Country of England includes the

counties of Somerset, where I was, and
stretches all the way through to Cornwall,
including Devon, Dorset, Gloucestershire,
and Wiltshire. My London friends
amicably picked on the dialect as though
it were a linguistic dunce. It wasn’t until I
got to rural Somerset and heard sentences
like, ‘ee bist gert! (Meaning, “you’re big!”
spoken to a goat kid), or I don’ want to be
fanny-assin’ about (in reference to doing
unproductive work in the washing-up
room) that I understood the depth of
regional dialects. Sure, we all spoke
English, but I could’ve made flashcards

for the new words I learned: yonks = a
long time, gert = big, spuddling = arguing,
alright, me’ansum? = hi, how are you?
Every day the cast of characters
rotated—James and Charley would pop in
as needed, Kay was a weekday stalwart,
Teresa came through twice a week, Millie
and Leen tag-teamed cheesemaking duties
with Debbie. Everyone had a different
path to Sleight Farm. Teresa used to work
in the corporate world but traded it in to
join her husband’s family’s farm down
the road, and Millie, who was my age,
had left a marketing career in London
65
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There were about 130 goats—a mix of
breeds (Alpines, Saanens, Boers, Nubians),
which supplied all the milk to make an
assortment of raw-milk cheeses:

• TYMSBORO—a mold-covered pyramid

shape about the size of a tumbler
glass, and the lauded favorite
• OLD FORD—a hard, matured wheel,
floral and silky when young, briny and
crystalline when aged
• SLEIGHTLETT—a fresh cheese disc
meant to be eaten within days of
being made; brightly acidic and lightly
tapped with salty charcoal
• CARDO—a semi-soft washed-rind wheel,
which used the cardoon thistle for
its enzymatic properties to coagulate
the milk, rather than adding animal
rennet, like the others; the savory
rind gave way to a creamy interior
with a chalky center (inspired by the
Portuguese Queijo Serra da Estrela)
NYD sold them all, so I knew their
goaty taste well and I couldn’t wait to be a
part of creating them. I was to report for
duty at seven the next morning.

MY BODY STIFFENED AS I L AY IN THE

single bed, my long legs peeked over the
end of the mattress and nudged out from
under the sheets. Did I hear something? I
blinked my eyes open to see the motion-
sensor lights outside the window click
on, click off, click on. Who’s there? The

lights clicked off. The moon was a thin
sliver and I couldn’t see anything; it felt
like a heavy cloak had descended over the
world—it was truly pitch black. I was in
an old farmhouse at the top of a hill in
the countryside and in my paranoid state,
I thought an intruder—t witching with
psychotic energy and maybe dragging
a bum leg behind him—may have
stalked up the long driveway, knowing
(perhaps having heard through the town
grapevine?) that I was alone here with only
one other woman, on the other side of the
house.
Then I heard a Thump! of metal hit
the pebbled walkway and as my heart
jumped out of my chest I ran to the
window to look, prepared to witness a
burglar (who might resemble Joe Pesci
from Home Alone) cursing he’d stubbed
his toe. Instead, I saw one of the farm cats
slinking around a pile of lawn equipment.
Not a countryside creep, Katie . . . just
a cat. Take a city girl to the country
and illogical fears will quickly overrule
common sense.
My first week on the farm I helped out
any way I could, tripping over myself to be
of use. In my eagerness to help in and out
of the cheese room, I was spending a fair
amount of time with the goats. After my
cheese shift ended, I’d ask Kay or Debbie,
whoever was milking and caring for the
goats that day, how I could help. It was
early April and kids were born daily, so
the late afternoon usually involved a kid
pooping on me. Ew. I clenched my teeth
and held back a gag reflex every time.
One day, after I had wiped the daily

poop off my trousers with some hay, I
asked Debbie how else I could help.
“Get that bucket there, the one with
some water in it, empty it and fill it with
water from the trough here,” she directed
over her shoulder, gesturing as she juggled
milking gear in her other hand.
I grabbed the bucket, “This one?”
I fluttered, aware of my poop-stained
fingers and being out of my comfort zone.
I hoisted the bucket toward the trough
and poured the dirty water from it into the
pool of clean water.
Debbie looked in time to witness my
flustered faux pas, “No, you ninny!”
Welcome to farm life, city girl.
“That was the clean water,” Debbie
turned her back on me to finish whatever
task she was doing. “Well, fill it up,” she
relinquished, unable to spend another
ounce of energy on my helpfulness. I was
sure she’d never trust me to do anything
right.
Debbie was a no-nonsense person.
She didn’t gossip, she never complained,
she just did the work she loved. I’ve never
seen anyone as happy at a job as Debbie
when she was making cheese. Once the
morning’s fresh milk came in and the curd
was set, she would be as giddy as a girl,
“Ooh, I love making cheese!” she’d say to
herself in a sing-song tone, the last syllable
a high note in her little celebration jingle. I
came to look forward to our time together
in the cheese room, just she and I. I wore
her down; she came to trust me, even after
the dirty water incident.
The other women—we were all
female, a relative rarity in contemporary
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and was newly smitten with the art of
cheesemaking. Leen was another injection
of youth, a Belgian woman in her thirties
who had ascended to the role of head
cheesemaker, but my arrival overlapped
with her departure; the hope was that I
could help until a new head cheesemaker
stepped in.
There had been a lot of transition
before my arrival. No one could fill the
big shoes left by Mary Holbrook, a titan
in England’s farmhouse cheesemaking
scene who built a loyal following for her
handmade goat’s milk cheeses. She had
passed away rather suddenly a few months
prior, in February, as the goats were
swelling with life, about to give birth to the
first kids of the year.
Everyone was trying desperately to
occupy the gaping void. Each person on the
team deeply admired Mary, and everyone
wanted to continue her legacy. She had
been a one-woman operation, keeping her
genius in her head and training helpers
only enough to get the job done, not to
teach them her craft. This secrecy, whether
purposeful or not, made continuing her
work an uphill battle.
As the goats gave birth and started
to lactate, Leen pored over Mary’s daily
cheese diary—trying to decode her
scribbles and make a recipe of sorts from
the notes. She had worked side by side
with Mary, but that could only help so
much. Miraculously, Sleight Farm made
new batches of Mary’s cheeses—w ithout
Mary. By the time I arrived, the whole
motley crew was determined to continue
this cheesemaking operation.
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* Faff (noun): a great deal of ineffectual activity. E.g. It
was the usual faff at airport security. Or it can be as
a verb. E.g. Stop faffing about!

When I make a cheese toastie for
myself at home, I want simplicity—I don’t
want to spend ten minutes on mise en
place, chopping items from the allium
family and shredding various cheeses
before I even slice my bread.
My favorite toastie involves Kirkham’s
Lancashire and a quality sourdough bread.
This cheese has what the Kirkham family
refers to as a “buttery crumble,” so it’s not
necessary to shred the cheese but rather to
break it apart with your fingertips when
putting it on the slices of bread. When you
have a cheese that is both crumbly and

other in sandwich formation, and cover
the pan with a lid. Don’t worry, they won’t
be open-faced sandwiches for long. Once
the cheese is melted, put one on top of the
other and then, lid off, turn up the heat for
a few seconds to encourage extra crunch
on the bread—then plate it up. Once you’ve
practiced this technique a couple of times,
you’ll have it down and you’ll never be
faced with a self-inflicted soggy bread/
solid cheese toastie again.
There’s a reason the combination of
bread and cheese extends beyond country
and cultural lines; bread and cheese are a
match made in flavor and nutrient heaven.
It’s instinctive to pair the two. Think
about it: bread is rich in carbs and cheese
has a lot of protein and fat. Since ancient
times, they have together provided main
sources of nutrition. Consider Georgian
khachupuri (see my version on page 000),
Brazilian pão de queijo, French croque
monsieur, and Lithuanian kepta duona.
If bread and cheese go together like
two lovers at midnight, like Atlas and the
globe, like a moth and a flame—then I
would be remiss if I didn’t teach you how
to make Welsh rarebit, a favorite dish in
the UK starring these two ingredients.
Never mind that rarebit is a victim of
folk etymology—rarebit comes from the
word “rabbit,” yet there is no rabbit in this
dish. A cookbook from 1747 by Hannah
Glasse offers not just a “Welsh rabbit,” but
also a “Scotch rabbit,” and an “English
rabbit.” Food writers around the world
have their own variations. Here’s mine—
crunchy and oozy, spicy and savory, with a
bit of tang.

Let’s Talk About Cheese Toasties

In the first couple weeks of living in
London, I had one of the top five cheese
toasties of my life. I was at Borough
Market when I spotted a stall called
Kappacasein (the name refers to the
milk protein—all cheese nerds rejoice in
understanding the reference). Their toastie
included finely chopped leeks, garlic, white
and red onions, and scallions—big flavor
for the humble cheese toastie. Beautifully
browned and crispy sourdough bread
alongside the crunchy, caramelized bits
of cheese that fell onto the griddle as the
bread toasted, it was a winner.
If I lost you at “toastie,” my apologies.
Among the British English words that
divert from what I’m familiar with in
American English, toastie may be one of
my favorites (along with faff * and cheeky).
It’s how they refer to any grilled sandwich,
and of course my favorite toastie is a
cheese toastie. Cheese toasties are as
prized a comfort food in the UK as grilled
cheese sandwiches are in the USA.

buttery, that melts willingly with a gentle
application of heat, and has a bright, tangy
flavor, there’s not much else you need
to level it up. After meeting Mrs. Ruth
Kirkham—one of the ultimate Milk Maid
Power Mammas in England as I write
this—at a cheese panel and tasting event
hosted by the British Library, I was struck
by her straightforward sensibilities. She
was the wife of a farmer and made some
of the best cheese in the country; neither
seemed outside of the norm to her. I like to
think she would approve of how I use her
cheese in my simple toastie (sometimes
with chutney on the side).
The concept of leveling up your grilled
cheese sandwich is fun—using mayonnaise
is a common hack—and can be downright
necessary when you’re working with
industrial-scale cheeses or meh bread—
but I prefer simply darn good cheese with
darn good bread. Therein lies the magical
synergy.
Cooking technique is as important
as the ingredients themselves, especially
to accomplish the textural variety that
defines a good toastie. I learned this trick
off the back of my friend Rich’s practiced
bachelor days in the kitchen, when toasties
were his plat du jour. (My dad now swears
by grilled cheese à la Rich: a smear of
mustard on one piece of bread and the
addition of sliced tomatoes.)
Here’s the method. Over low heat, put
both slices of cheese-loaded bread into a
pan with butter (Rich used olive oil—also
a good option, though I think it imparts
too much olive oily flavor), lying next to
each other rather than on top of each
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Welsh Rarebit (with a Kick)
MAKES 2 SERVINGS

2 egg yolks
1/2 cup (100 grams) full-fat yogurt (for DIY
yogurt, see page 000)
1 teaspoon English mustard powder
1 cup (100 grams) shredded Cheddar cheese
1 fresh red chile pepper, thinly sliced
(I like Serrano or cayenne peppers)
Four 1/2-inch (11/2-centimeter) thick slices
good-quality bread (sourdough or country
style)
Worcestershire sauce, for serving

oven. Heat the oven’s broiler (grill, for you
Brits) to the highest setting.
2. In a medium bowl, whisk the egg yolks,
yogurt, and mustard powder. Stir in the

xyztxyz
Welsh rarebit may be a staple in
British kitchens, but the cheese that’s
been used in this open-faced sandwich on
the British Isles has evolved; the history
of British cheese is a topsy-turvy tale. If
you look at the eighteenth century, most
farms had cows to supply them with milk,
and because there was no household
refrigeration, any surplus was turned into
cheese (often homespun varieties that
weren’t recorded) to preserve it.
The first thing to rupture Britain’s
farmhouse cheesemaking was the
rampant railway growth across the
country. Trains were able to transport

milk from rural to urban centers before
it went bad. During this time (up until
the beginning of the twentieth century)
there was also a population boom, and
people began to move to cities. This was
a scientific era, ripe for a man like Joseph
Harding, the father of Cheddar cheese,
to introduce modern cheesemaking
formulas and equipment that streamlined
cheesemaking. The industrial revolution
had hit cheese. This is when we first start
to see recipes for cheese, reflecting a
societal pursuit of consistency.
Around that same time—the mid1800s—the world’s first cheese factory

Let’s Talk About Cheese Toasties

1. Place an oven rack in the top third of the

cheese and most of the sliced chile, reserving
about a quarter of the chile slices for topping
the bread.
3. Lightly toast the bread in a toaster. Then
evenly spread a quarter of the cheese mixture
on each slice of bread, right up to the edge of
the slice. Place the reserved chili slices on top.
4. Place the slices of cheesy bread onto a
heavy sheet pan and place on the top oven
rack under the broiler (grill). Broil until
the cheese mixture is browned in patches,
melting, and bubbling.
5. Remove from the oven and top with a
drizzle of Worcestershire sauce on each slice.
Serve warm, two slices per person.
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popped up, in New York State. In its
initial year it was able to produce five
times what its counterparts on the biggest
farm operations could make. This, plus
the increasing transit connectivity, led to
American cheddars’ increased popularity
in England. British farmhouse cheddar
producers couldn’t compete with the cheap
price of the stuff coming in from America.
Only expediting the decline, the
British Agricultural Marketing Act of
1933 established the Milk Marketing
Board (MMB) as legal overseers of milk
sales. The MMB controlled who could and
couldn’t make cheese (not too different
from the Swiss cheese cartel behind
fondue). The way it worked was all dairy
farmers had to sell their milk to the MMB
and then purchase the resale of it, done
on a cooperative basis. The MMB brought
security in a time of heightened anxiety,
but it essentially squashed any remaining
artisan cheesemakers.
World War II hit, and in 1939 the
Ministry of Food was created to “preserve
the nation’s diet and share it equitably.”*
The Ministry dictated that to make the
most of England’s resources, all milk
available to be made into cheese ought
to be made into hard cheese because
of its ability to travel well and last
longer. Straightaway, soft cheeses were
neglected, and milk rationing meant that
even England’s most beloved territorial
cheeses were rarely made. Farmhouse
cheesemaking across the country came to
a standstill.
* The Great British Cheese Book by Patrick Rance.

In 1954 cheese came off ration and
farm production rebounded, with small
creameries resuming the creation of
traditional cheeses. But then! Say hello to
the supermarket! The birth of supermarket
culture (and the factories that provided
those goods), massively affected consumer
expectations of cheese and what cheese
should taste like. A focus on yield,
consistency, and efficiency trumped all
other concerns.
Remember the Milk Marketing
Board from the 1930s? Right, the one that
regulated the country’s milk (and therefore
cheese) production. It was dissolved in
1994. The effect this had on cheesemaking
was huge, because without the MMB to
support a standard price for milk, dairy
farmers faced low prices offered by the
supermarkets for their milk. Suddenly,
cheese was a valued, higher profit-y ielding
option. Just like that, the mid-nineties
were prime for British cheese to make a
comeback.
To define what a cheese comeback
might look like, I talked with Jason Hinds,
sales director and part owner of NYD,
about his “journey on the cheese ladder”—a
reference to the growth theory of the
quality ladder. What’s happened with
coffee (another product of fermentation)
was his excellent analogy:
“Most people are first introduced to
coffee via something like Nescafé. But
then they move up a rung on the ladder to
Lavazza. It’s still Robusta beans, but it’s
better. Then you discover Arabica beans,
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and the single origins. . . . It’s a gradation
of, say, five levels. You don’t arrive at the
top. There are levels in between each rung,
too, and if you’re an interested customer—
interested in travel and taste and have
the budget to explore—you’ll move up the
quality ladder.”
Jason predicted cheese will follow
this path, “The most important part of the
ladder is what happens on that top rung—
when there’s enough people there that the
demand will be high enough for [quality
cheese] to be sustainable. A price that’s
commensurate with that quality.”
The issue Jason sees is that many
people still view cheese as a commodity
product (it’s a straight throwback to the
Ministry of Food’s dictate during the war),
and this becomes clear if you compare
cheese to, say, wine, where there’s a clear
stratification in terms of value and cost,
and a progression of the two things in
tandem.
“People producing this cheese need
to be able to charge the appropriate
price, and that’s okay if the customer
understands what they’re paying for. Like

Rogue River Blue,” he was referring to the
hugely popular cheese in Oregon, USA
from Rogue Creamery. “He created a super
brand!”
Rogue Creamery. In that moment,
I remembered there was another video
project I did shortly after moving to
London, aside from the Comté one, which
pushed my cosmic needle in the direction
of cheese (although I didn’t realize it at
the time): a shoot at Rogue Creamery! A
video project had taken me to Oregon and
I petted the cows—free to roam as they
wished—and stuck my hands in curds. I
loved every second of it. How had I glossed
over this project, which certainly should
have alleviated my trailing spouse fears?
It wasn’t my head injury that made me
forget about that gig—just goes to show
how much a mental rain cloud can block
out the sun.
I snapped back to my conversation
with Jason.
“You seem hopeful about where it’s all
going.” I said.
“Definitely. Now’s the time.”

LET IT CLABBER

By my third year at NYD, life had
evolved a lot since I first slipped on my
cheesemonger wellies. I was drawn to
return to NYD each Christmas season,
like a camp for dairy nerds. I was always
glad to be behind the slate again; it felt
like a reunion with my favorite cheeses,
and fellow cheese-loving people, too. As
time went on, I saw how I equated cheese
with connection to my adopted home, how
cheese was the base of a community I had
formed. I don’t mean to hyperbolize these
relationships—the simple fact is that we
all coalesced around cheese, and in doing
so, were bonded ourselves like the curds
reknitting in a mold.
Returning to the shop marked
an opportunity to reflect on the
circumstances of life the year prior. It was
the reminder to revisit myself of twelve
months ago, and it was the realization that
one year contains multitudes. I couldn’t
help but think, Wow, that first experience
as a cheesemonger, I was newly clabbered.
Clabber has got to be my favorite milk-
related verb. (It’s a noun, too.) It’s when
milk ferments and is naturally clotted

while souring. When milk clabbers, it
thickens to a slush of curds and whey.
It’s an awkward in-between phase. Like,
what are you trying to be, milk? You’re not
quite milk but you’re definitely not cheese.
Clabbered milk was all the rage in the days
before refrigeration, and you may even
have a form of it in your refrigerator. Got
some buttermilk in there? Welcome to the
world of clabbered milk.
I like to think of the vast range of
fermented milk products, clabbered
or cultured, as cheese’s cousins. From
buttermilk to Turkish ayran, a frothy, salty
yogurt drink (yogurt is a Turkish word,
after all). From Iceland’s skyr to Indian
raita. There’s the “Champagne of milks,”
kefir, that uses a SCOBY (Symbiotic
Culture of Bacteria and Yeast) to ferment,
and a Tibetan drink called tara that uses
a SCOBY, too. Nut and seed milks can also
be fermented; it’s not only animal milk
that can transform.
While cheese is proof of human
inventiveness, I see these products as
evidence of how we can carry on through
the awkward transitions in life. Who
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further ferment, allowing the liquid to
become more acidic, then it’s cooked
at a high temperature, and the low pH
(high acidity) and addition of heat cause
a delicate curd to form, which is strained
and further enjoyed as ricotta. From the
cheese byproduct, more cheese is born! Let
nothing go to waste.
While it may not be the traditional
way of crafting ricotta, I’ve got to tell you
about this home cook-friendly version I
make (using whole milk from my farmer’s
market). Heat the milk up to 200ºF
(93.3ºC), take it off the heat, add two
tablespoons of lemon juice, and stir. Let sit
for ten minutes, then use a strainer with
a cheesecloth to catch the curds. You’ve
got homemade ricotta! (You can make
paneer the same way, with an additional
step of pressing it with something heavy
while it’s still in its cheesecloth to push
out more whey.) Be sure to keep the whey
byproduct—it’s so delicious I drink it on its
own. Yes, whey.
When I made cheese at the farm, it
was immediately obvious that the less
liquid (whey) we removed from the curds,
the final cheese would be softer as a result,
and the more we removed, the harder the
final product. Regardless of what cheese
a cheesemaker produces, one thing is
certain: whey will be removed. Whether
we crafted the small, soft Sleighletts,
which released steady drips of liquid,
or the hard wheels of Old Ford, which
liberated a Niagara Falls—the byproduct
would be shipped off to the pigs to drink.
In life as in food, farmers will be the first
to tell you: Let nothing go to waste.

L et I t C labber

thought this slush could be delicious? Sure,
it may not be the elevated art of cheese,
but these clabbered cousins offer this
advice: make it work. I was a big, walking
clabbered human my first year in England.
And you know what? I made it work. (But I
am glad I continue to ferment . . . )
Other family members—butter and
cream—are a result of milk’s properties,
when the fat and larger particles separate
from the liquid buttermilk with the
help of gravity or by churning, which
agitates the particles until they separate.
Crème fraîche? It’s just cream that’s been
fermented.
The second cousins are my favorites,
though. Like ricotta. Ricotta in Italian
means “recooked,” because traditionally
it was made using the whey left over from
cheesemaking, which would get heated a
second time (ricotta) to form a fine curd.
This process is dependent on the type of
protein in whey (the serum protein), rather
than the casein protein (what curds are
made of, which gets taken away to become
cheese). First, these serum proteins
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pace with my steep consumption. My
friends Gwen and Alison, an urban farmer
and chef duo in Detroit with Coriander
Kitchen & Farm, showed me their recipe,
and my response was, “That’s all?” It’s
easy, and like anything you make, you have
ultimate control: of the quality of milk
used to make it and of the tanginess and
texture of the final product.
The big leap when humans discovered
yogurt thousands of years ago was that
the people who made it (likely a happy
accident) could eat it, whereas they had
trouble digesting the lactose in milk.
Thanks to fermentation, milk was
transformed from something people
couldn’t drink (most humans were lactose
intolerant at the time) to something they
could eat! If you’re lactose-intolerant,
chances are you can eat yogurt, because
the bacteria metabolizes the lactose (the
milk sugar that some people have a hard
time digesting), breaking it down and
turning it into lactic acid, which usually
better agrees with the body. (Also, aged
cheeses tend to be easier on the stomach
for those with intolerances, because as
cheeses like Parmigiano Reggiano and
cheddar mature, the bacteria breaks down
the lactose into lactic acid.)
Yogurt became popular in Europe
only around the end of nineteenth century,
and it wasn’t until the middle half of
the twentieth century that it caught fire
in the States. Just recently the yogurt
on American grocery store shelves has
become closer to what it is in the rest of the
world—thicker and less sweet (think Greek
yogurt). Bulgaria, Georgia, Uzbekistan,

Kazakhstan, and Iran are all known for
eating a lot of yogurt, and each has its
own unique version of it. And obviously
India and South Asia, too! My friend Priya
Krishna wrote a fun article for the New
York Times that taught me how important
yogurt is in South Asian cultures,
decreeing yogurt starters as heirlooms!

You can either inherit your yogurt starter,
as Priya did, or you can simply use a few
tablespoons of your favorite yogurt from
the grocery store or farmer’s market as
starter. Either will suffice. All you need
in terms of equipment are a kitchen
thermometer, sterilized jars, cheesecloth,
and ideally a Dutch oven.

What to do with that leftover whey?
You could discard it, sure, but that’s no fun!
Remember some of the ideas I mentioned before (page 000):

Let It Clabber
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Livestock are a great way to pinch
every drop of milk by putting the whey
(which is rich in protein and vitamins) to
good use, but that’s not the only option.
There are countless ingenious uses for
the stuff. Several of my favorite dairies in
England make butter from their excess.
There’s a power station in France that
generates electricity from the nutritious
juice. A shepherd in Australia makes
sheep’s whey vodka. Everyone’s favorite
fermentation friend Sandor Katz, author
of The Art of Fermentation, shares that
you can “bring canned food back to life.”
All you need to do is “add a little whey
and let it sit out for twelve hours and you
can ferment beans, salsa, or just about
anything.”
I’ve become accustomed to adding
the golden liquid to my morning porridge,
to soups and stews, to grains for soaking
and cooking, to my bread dough, and to
smoothies. (Please note the whey powder
you see at the big-muscle-g uy store is not
what I’m referring to. While that stuff
may retain protein, it doesn’t contain live
cultures.) There are two types of whey:
acid and sweet—their taste reflects their
name; the former is what’s strained out of
acid-coagulated cheese or yogurt, and the
latter is a by-product of rennet-coagulated
cheeses, like cheddar.
Unless you’re making cheese, how
do you get whey? By making yogurt, of
course! Serious cheesemaking may not
be accessible to the average person, but
yogurt certainly is. I’ve been making
yogurt at home for years. It’s a habit that
began as a cost-saving method to keep
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DIY Yogurt
M A K E S A P P R O X I M AT E LY 3 2 O U N C E S
(LESS, DEPENDING ON HOW MUCH WHEY YOU CHOOSE TO DRAIN)

1 quart (1 liter) whole cow’s milk
1/4 cup (60 milliliters) plain yogurt or plain
Greek-style yogurt (ideally organic)

Note: you will need sanitized jars for this
recipe.

CHEESE, WINE AND BREAD

1. Heat your oven to 100ºF (40ºC) and turn
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the oven light on.
2. Put the milk into a medium saucepan set
over a medium-low heat. Stirring constantly
to keep from scalding the milk, slowly heat
it until it has warmed to 200ºF (93ºC). Take
off the heat and let cool until it hits 115ºF
(46ºC). It will take 10 to 15 minutes to cool
down, depending on the temperature of your
kitchen.
3. While you wait, prep your equipment:
fill a Dutch oven about halfway up with
warm water. turn off the oven itself but leave
the oven light on to maintain the ambient
warmth.
4. When the temperature of the milk has
cooled to 115ºF (46ºC), inoculate the milk
with the yogurt starter. To do this, place the
yogurt in a small bowl, pour 1 tablespoon of
the milk into the yogurt, and stir together.
Pour this mixture into the saucepan of milk
and stir to combine.
5. Pour the milk/yogurt combination into
sterilized glass jars. I like to pour it from a

height to induce a bit of foam, which will turn
into a thick yogurt cream after fermentation.
Secure the lids and place the jars in the Dutch
oven filled with warm water. The jars should
not be submerged but should be mostly
covered—below their lids is ideal. Place in the
oven as close to the oven light as possible and
close the oven door.
6. Let sit for 5 to 6 hours. (I’ve kept mine
in as long as 9 hours—it gets tangier and
sets firmer the longer it stays in the oven.
Experiment with how long it takes for the
yogurt to reach the consistency and texture
you like, whether that’s leaving it in the oven
for longer or shorter.) Remove it from the
oven.
7. At this point, you can wipe the water from
the exterior of the jars and place them in the
refrigerator, or you can adjust the consistency
of the yogurt to make it thicker (like a Greek
yogurt, or labneh). To do so, strain the yogurt
of some of its whey: place a fine mesh strainer
into a bowl to catch the liquid whey and lay a
cheesecloth over the strainer. Pour the yogurt
mixture into the cheesecloth and strain the
yogurt until it reaches desired consistency.
Place the strained yogurt in the refrigerator
and enjoy for up to 1 week. I especially like
my homemade yogurt with honey or a fruit
compote (and I usually add in a scoop of nut
butter, too . . . ).

T H E C H A N G E M A K E R S —B L O O M Y -R I N D A N D
W A S H E D - R I N D E N G L I S H C H E E S E S

The best way to approach any cheese
shop is to have an open mind but be
able to describe the kind of cheeses you
most enjoy or are specifically shopping
for that day. I understand how this can
seem overwhelming, as there are more
than 1,400 named cheese varieties that
exist today, but once you know their
simple, broad descriptions, you’ll be set
up for success in your conversations with
cheesemongers.
There are five families of cheeses:

•
•
•
•
•

fresh (soft)
bloomy-rind (soft-ripened)
washed-rind (smear-ripened)
blue
semi-hard and hard (which can
sometimes be distinguished between
hard uncooked and hard cooked)

Traditionally British cheeses are
semi-hard and hard (and some blue),
generally with a crumbly texture and lactic
flavor. Mary Holbrook’s fresh goat’s milk
cheeses were inspired by what’s thought

of as a French style, and her washed-rind
Cardo wheel was Portuguese style—but by
making them her own, she redefined what
“British cheese” can be, and she wasn’t the
only changemaker around.
“YOU’VE GOT TO NAME YOUR CHEESE

after something local, haven’t you?” said
Jonny Crickmore when I visited his farm
and cheesemaking operation in Suffolk,
south England. He continued, “The
Normans, who captured this area under
William the Conquerer, were known
for their bloomy-rind cheeses—hence
Camembert de Normandie—so we named
our cheese after one of the Norman
noblemen who settled in this area of
England: Baron Bigod!”
Jonny smiled as the sun hit his
bearded face, reflecting the amount of
boundless energy he has for the topics of
farming and dairy. He is the man behind
Fen Farm Dairy, and we stood on a hill
overlooking his property on a windy
day in February, a couple months after I
finished my third annual shift as a NYD
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Wine brings
to light the
hidden secrets
of the soul.

PART TWO

W I N E / / I TA LY
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THE HARVEST

Autumn pulled in like a high-speed
train, and before I knew it, I was on my
way back to the vineyard in Colloredo. I
had taken six months of Italian classes
in preparation; it was important to me
to attempt elementary communication
to better connect with the people I
encountered.
When I arrived at Comelli Winery,
I parked the car and exhaled audibly.
I’d driven up that steep, curvy road and
pulled into the driveway at nine o’clock
in the evening. I pried my sweaty palms
from the steering wheel as a protective
howl ricocheted off the maroon stucco
walls of the house and into the abyss over
the vineyard. I stuck a leg out of the door
and greeted Maia, the Comelli’s large dog
with long ears and droopy lips—a Bracco
Italiano. “Ciao, Maia, basta!” I said as
I emerged from the car. (Basta, which
means “enough” or “that’s all,” was a word I
learned well when I was with the Comellis
over Easter. At dinner Maia persistently
lifted her long nose to the kitchen table; to
discourage this behavior, “basta!” was the
dinnertime refrain.)

Daniela, the matriarch of the Comelli
family, walked up behind her dog. “Katie!
Va bene?”
“Si. Sono stanca, ma si.” I’m good, but
tired. She stepped to greet me with arms
wide open and welcomed me with a hug.
She ushered me inside, sat me down at
her kitchen table, placed a bowl in front of
me, and ladled hot broth with buttons of
tortellini swimming in it. She’d simmered
the broth over ten hours—low and slow—
earlier that day, anticipating my arrival.
My heart melted straight into that bowl of
soup; I was so grateful. After I slurped up
every drop, I crawled straight into bed.
THE GRAPE HARVEST—L A VENDEMMIA—

can feel like catching Harry Potter’s golden
snitch because it’s up to Mother Nature (in
cahoots with the winemaker) to determine
the optimal time to pick the grapes, and
once they’re picked, there are no do-overs.
I’d be in Colloredo for a week strategically
aligned with when the Pignolo grapes—an
indigenous red wine grape variety—would
probably be ready to be harvested, but
there were no promises.
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the norm after a few minutes as my
senses acclimated. I’d enter, greet Eros
with “Buongiorno!”, and stand to the side
watching him in silence as he tinkered
with the tanks and smelled each batch
of juice as they fermented. In a matter of
minutes, he’d call on me to hand him a
light, or turn off a pump. One time, when
he was pumping fermenting grape juice
from the bottom of a tank over the top of
the floating grape skins that made up il
cappello (in a process called rimontaggio
in Italian, though it’s often referred to by
its French name, remontage), he invited
me to climb up to watch, and after he
was certain my glasses wouldn’t fall into
the tank, he handed the pump to me to
direct the deep purple grape juice over
the cap. This had the same purpose of the

Eros Zanini, winemaker at Comelli Winery

Tools used in the cantina

“punching down” on il cappello I helped
Nicola do the year prior: when the skins
float to the top of the surface of the juice,
you “punch down” or “pump over” (two
different ways of doing the same thing) in
order to reintroduce the juice to the skins.
This needs to happen for the color and
tannins from the skins to leech into the
juice.
Eros explained to me that tannins
are an indication of type of grape used in
the wine—certain varieties are known for
having high or low tannins—and Pignolo,
the next grape to be harvested, is known
for its high tannins, its robust mouthfeel.
Sometimes it was just Eros and
me puttering around and sometimes
his helpers Christian and Michele were
working alongside us. In a last-minute

turn of events, Lara often joined us in the
cellar, too.
Lara—who, you may remember, is my
best friend and connection to the Comellis
in the first place—spent much of that week
in Colloredo because it just so happened
she had planned to visit Maria and Nicola
in Milan for the month, and when she
heard I’d be in Colloredo, she decided to
meet me there.
It was more than a bonus or an added
perk: her Italian language proficiency
made my cellar time with Eros much
more productive. Despite my six months
of Italian classes in London, if Lara hadn’t
been there, I would have spent most of the
week miming. I wanted so badly to speak
the language—the few sentences I could
add to a conversation rolled gratefully off
my tongue—and I determined to continue
learning beyond la vendemmia.

T he H arvest
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Up to that point, Eros, the winemaker,
had already harvested all the grapes for
the white wine, and some of the red wine
grapes, too, like Merlot. Pignolo was the
last grape variety to be harvested that
year.
I spent the next several days in the
cantina with Eros tasting the batches of
fermenting wine, whose grapes had been
picked in the weeks prior, mid-August. The
white wines grapes were always the first to
be ready for harvest, then the reds—w ith
Pignolo grapes taking the longest to ripen
fully. I kept my fingers tightly crossed that
I’d have the opportunity to experience the
Pignolo harvest.
I liked spending time in the cantina.
The pleasantly yeasty aroma of the wines
fermenting in the tanks would become
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high-quality sparkling wine producers use the power of fermentation to
Prosecco, the effervescent Champagne-esque wine that’s put in your
Bellini, is from northeast Italy, and the history of its name is riddled with
semantics.
Historically, the Prosecco grape variety was used to make Prosecco
wine, in the Veneto and Friuli Venezia Giulia regions of Italy. As the

harness the CO2 that is a byproduct of yeast consuming sugar. There are
two commonly used methods to create sparkling wine during a secondary
fermentation process–tank fermentation and bottle fermentation–and
to break down these basics, I’ve enrolled the expertise of wine consultant
Tanisha Townsend.

popularity of the wine grew (like when Paris Hilton had a canned Prosecco

Katie: Tanisha, can you give me the basic breakdown between Prosecco and

brand circa 2008), more places around the world started making it and its

Champagne?

following skyrocketed.

Tanisha: The quick and dirty? You got it. The main difference is Italy

Italian authorities wanted the same control over the name Prosecco

(Prosecco) and France (Champagne). Another difference is the grapes

that Champagne had—in which only that style of wine made in the northeast

used–Prosecco uses mainly Glera grapes. Champagne uses Chardonnay,

region of Champagne, France can be called Champagne.

Pinot Noir, and Pinot Meunier.

To protect the name Prosecco—and the inherent monetary value of

KQ: All three grapes are always used to make Champagne?

being able to use that name—the Italian authorities decided to put up the

TT: No; sometimes it’s the two reds, sometimes it’s the one white. When

armor of a DOC/DOCG designation, the same kind of appellation law

you see “Blanc de Blancs,” that’s 100 percent Chardonnay grapes. “Blanc

that applies to Comté and Stilton. The only problem was that Prosecco

de Noirs” means it’s made from the two red grapes or one of the two reds.

was a grape variety, not a geographical term, as is necessary to create an

They have two very distinct tastes. (If you prefer it to be richer, fruitier,

appellation law. In an innovative move, the Italians rechristened the grape

more full body, you’d probably prefer Blanc de Noirs. If you like it to be

variety to “Glera” and located a town in Friuli called Prosecco to stake as

crisper, more citrusy, then Blanc de Blancs are for you.)

the geographic region.

KQ: Another huge difference is the way they’re made, right?

As of the 2009 vintage, Prosecco was no longer the name of the grape

TT: Exactly. Typically, Prosecco uses the “tank method” [also called the

(which couldn’t be protected), but it was the name of a place (which could).

“Charmat method” or “metodo Italiano”], where they do the secondary

The new laws stated that for a wine to be labelled as Prosecco, it must be

fermentation in a tank to give it the bubbles, and then they’ll put it in the

from one of the designated appellations in/around the town of Prosecco,

bottle. Whereas in Champagne, they put still wine in the bottle and then add

Italy, and be made with eighty-five percent Glera grape.

the yeast and sugar to the bottle, so it undergoes secondary fermentation in

Author Jason Wilson talks about this bizarre history in his book
Godforsaken Grapes and concludes with an assumed eyebrow-raise and

each separate bottle [this is called the “Champagne method” or “traditional
method,” and it’s also how Cava—the Spanish sparkling wine—is made].

shrug, “No matter that the Friulian village of Prosecco wasn’t really known

KQ: Right, because when the yeast consumes the sugar, one of its

for its sparkling wines. No matter that no one the Veneto ever really called

byproducts is CO2 . . . and if there’s nowhere for it to escape, it becomes

the grape Glera.”

sparkling wine! To recap: tank method=secondary fermentation occurs in
2

Bubbles in sparkling wine are created by dissolved CO . Although it’s
possible to pump CO2 into a wine (like the carbonators some of you may

the tank; traditional method=secondary fermentation happens in the bottle.
Got it.

tuzyxtuzyx
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have on your kitchen counter to turn still water into seltzer water), most

T he H arvest
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PROSECCO
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R O M E — L E A R N I N G T H E L A N G U A G E

It had been eight months, almost to the
day, since I clipped grape bunches at the
wine harvest. I felt a gnawing eagerness
to explore my Italian heritage, and haste
seemed appropriate: every time I talked
with my ninety-four-year-old grandma,
born of two Italian immigrants—whose
memory dwindled like the last savored
cups of a beloved bottle of wine—it was a
reminder of the second hand of the clock
moving insistently forward. Tick, tick, tick.
It added a new urgency to my Italian
language studies in London, and as I
prepared to embark on a monthlong
expedition in Italy, I signed up for an
immersive language study in Rome to
kick off the trip. Sure, most people I’d
encounter would probably speak basic
English, but I felt to rely on that would be
to miss the opportunity to connect with
people I had so much to learn from.
I made a plan; it entailed spending a
month in Italy, starting in the center—in
its capital of Rome—and traveling south,
more or less. It was a loose plan, with an
itinerary that would be largely developed
once I was on the ground there. I wanted

to make sense of my recent onslaught of
wine learning and scratch the ancestry
itch.
I had my reasons for going to Rome,
but everyone visits Rome for a different
purpose. There’s the Vatican for the
religious among us, there’s the Colosseum
for the history fans and wannabe
gladiators, and there’s the food scene for
us gluttons. Regardless of motivation,
antiquity oozes from every corner, from
every table and through each door hinge.
It’s inescapable in Rome.
Rome sits in a region called Lazio,
and in terms of wine, it’s mostly known for
its white wines (Malvasia and Trebbiano
grapes especially), but as the capital, Rome
attracts bottles from some of the most
respected producers in the country—it’s
a hotbed of exceptional Italian wine. I
needed to start digging, and this seemed
like the perfect launch pad, especially
considering Maria and Nicola had recently
relocated there from Milan. I called
Maria to tell her about my trip, and she
enthusiastically offered their apartment as
my home base.
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She cut to the chase, and in so many
words suggested I go to Sicily. The same
advice Carla gave me. “Sicily has been
making and exporting wines all around
Italy for hundreds of years, but there are
some new producers doing exceptional
work.” Noted.
ROME GRABBED MY HEART LIKE A

desperate vignaiolo clutches his grape
vine in one hand and rosary in the other.
I wanted to feel better connected to this
country, my heritage top of mind, and I
freely slipped into my little routine. I got
good at the due baci—t wo kisses, one on
each cheek—as a greeting and a goodbye.
I’d switch between saying salute or cin cin
as a toast (pronounced “chin-chin”), with
glass in hand. I embodied the little hints
to locals that I wasn’t an average tourist:
I weaseled my way through the rush hour
crowd in the metro saying “Permesso”
rather than the oft-misused scusi.
Nicola and Maria’s apartment was
a thirty-minute walk from my language
school, near the Roma Termini train station.
Classes were a hoot—we would sing along
with Italian pop songs and play versions
of Simon Says with our new vocabulary. I
became friends with a Russian woman in
my class, Elena, who couldn’t speak a word
of English. I don’t speak Russian, so the
only way we could communicate was to
speak our shared language, Italian. We
spoke like two-year-olds, but it didn’t
matter. We got lunch after class and had
our toddler-style conversations in public
spaces where native speakers looked at us
with bemused glances.

On the metro, shuttling around the
city, I would do the Italian homework
outlined by my teacher, then I would
write introductory emails to vineyards
I hoped to visit later in the month. Sono
interessata a visitare la tua vigna la
prossima settimana. The evenings usually
included an aperitivo or dinner with my
hosts and their friends—extra-curricular
Italian lessons that stretched beyond the
classroom, and beyond language itself.
Even in an Italian home the
rhythms of the dinner table echo that
of an osteria or trattoria: dinner began
around nine o’clock or later and antipasti
was presented first, followed by primi
(soup, pasta, or rice), secondi (the mains,
typically meat or fish), contorni (vegetables
or salad), and last, the sweet dolci. (I never

did get used to having my salad after my
pasta and main.)
Usually at Nicola and Maria’s
apartment, we’d have the antipasti, primi,
and contorni, but skip the secondi. We
always had a glass of wine with the meal,
and often some sweet nibble to serve as
our dolci.
One evening, Maria and Nicola
invited a coworker and her boyfriend over
for dinner. The guests brought a red wine,
Morellino di Scansano (which is how I
learned Scansano is the name of a village
in Tuscany and Morellino is the local name
for the Sangiovese grape. The label is code
for the Sangiovese grape produced from
a coastal area of Tuscany. This piecing
together of information became a game for
me with each new bottle of wine.)

R o m e — L e a r n i n g t h e L a n g u a g e
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As soon as I landed, I learned that
Roman life in July involves sweating a
lot. At thirty-t wo degrees Celsius (ninety
degrees Fahrenheit), the summer weather
was much hotter than anything I’d
experienced in years, and this set the scene
for heavy usage of the nomenclature glou
glou (pronounced glu-glu). A French term
adopted by Italians, Americans, and the
wine world as a whole, it means highly
drinkable (hence the onomatopoeia, i.e.
“glug glug” in English).
One of my first days there, I visited
an enoteca called Les Vignerons in the
Trastevere area; “the best stocked natural
wine shop in central Rome,” advised an
article from The Infatuation. I perused
the shelves and picked up a bottle with an
illustrated Boxer dog on it. “That is glou
glou!” the man working at Les Vignerons
told me, “So easy to drink, one bottle per
person!” I had a feeling “glou glou,” the
words that felt like baby talk tumbling
from my mouth, could be a ploy to sell
bottles, but it is indeed accepted wine
parlance, and he successfully sold a few
glou glou wines to me.
I first heard about Les Vignerons
from an article online written by Katie
Parla, a Rome-based food and beverage
writer. Originally from New Jersey, she’d
called the “Eternal City” home for sixteen
years when I contacted her to speak more
about the Italian wine scene. Katie is
something of an Italy expert, has more
than a few cookbooks under her belt,
and has certifications in Italian wine
specifically—so I was hopeful about what I
might learn through her eyes.
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Pasta e Ceci
PA S TA W I T H C H I C K P E A S A N D R O S E M A R Y
MAKES 4 SERV0INGS

6 cups (1.5 liters) vegetable broth
(homemade or from a bouillon cube; either
will work)
2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
1 teaspoon crushed red chile flakes (or less,
to taste)
3 smallish or 2 large garlic cloves, gently
crushed, skins removed
1 rosemary sprig, cut in half, plus a few
needles for garnish
Fine sea salt, to taste

CHEESE, WINE AND BREAD

2 anchovies (in olive oil)
One 14-ounce can (400 grams) chickpeas,
rinsed
31/2 cups (300 grams) ditaloni pasta (Garofalo
brand; or can be substituted with other
pasta, like conchiglie pasta—small shells)
Coarse sea salt, for the pasta water
Freshly ground black pepper, to taste
High-quality extra virgin olive oil, for garnish
Grated Parmigiano Reggiano, for garnish

1. Warm up the vegetable broth in medium
saucepan on the stove over a medium-low
heat. You want it just about simmering when
you combine with the other ingredients in
step 3.
2. Place a large, heavy-bottomed pot over
high heat to let it warm up, then add the olive
oil to the pot to heat it. About 30 seconds
after that add the red chile flakes, garlic,
and rosemary sprig and stir. (If you use the
recommended amount of red chile flakes, it
may make you cough a bit as it sizzles.) Turn
the heat to medium-low and stir in a light
sprinkle of salt.
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3. One minute later, add the anchovies to
the pot and stir. They’ll break apart quickly
in the hot olive oil. Add the hot vegetable
broth and chickpeas and bring it back to
a simmer, stirring. Simmer for 15 minutes
over medium-low heat, until chickpeas are
warmed through and softer in texture and
some of the liquid has evaporated.
4. Turn off the heat. Find and fish out the
whole garlic cloves (or tell your guests to
beware in case there are any garlic-averse
eaters among you) and the rosemary sprig.
Using an immersion blender, blend about
a quarter of the mass of chickpeas you’ve
added. This is not an exact science; I just
eyeball it and blend directly in the pot of all
the chickpeas until I’ve blitzed more than a
few chickpeas but less than half of the whole
pot.
5. Add the pasta to the broth mixture, turn
the heat to low, and cook until the pasta is
al dente. Turn off the flame and have a little
taste. Does it need more salt? If so, add
that and a bit of pepper, too. The mixture
should be brothy enough so the pasta rests
in a shallow puddle, so add up to 1 cup more
water if most of the liquid cooked off as the
pasta cooked. Cover the pot and let sit for 4
minutes.
6. The Pasta e Ceci is ready to be plated!
Spoon it from the pot into a shallow bowl
and top with black pepper, a few rosemary
needles, and grated Parmigiano Reggiano.
Drizzle high-quality extra virgin olive oil on
top and serve.

CHEESE, WINE AND BREAD
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Zucchini Carbonara
MAKES 4 TO 6 SERVINGS

2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

1. Pour the olive oil into a large skillet set

1 white onion, finely diced

over medium heat, then add the onion,
zucchini, and red chile flakes. Add a pinch of
salt and stir. Press the garlic clove with your
palm or the flat side of knife (to release the
flavors and aromas) and add the clove to the
pan. Cook, stirring frequently, until the onion
is translucent and the zucchini is soft, about
5 minutes. Take off the heat and let the pan
cool. Remove the garlic clove.
2. Bring a large pot of water to boil, then add
a couple of large pinches of coarse salt to get
your pasta water is nice and salty. Add the
spaghetti and cook until al dente according to
the package instructions. Drain it, reserving 1
cup of pasta water.

1 large zucchini (courgette), coarsely grated
3/4 teaspoon dried red chile flakes
Fine sea salt
1 garlic clove, peeled
Coarse sea salt (for the pasta water)
3/4 pound (340 grams) spaghetti
2 eggs
1/4 cup (20 grams) grated Parmigiano
Reggiano cheese, plus more for garnish
1/4 cup (20 grams) grated Pecorino Romano
cheese, plus more for garnish
Freshly ground black pepper
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of subtly flavors in the cheeses, but if you
only have one of them on hand, that’s fine;
just double the quantity to make up for the
absence of the other.
My favorite thing about this dish
is how silky the simple sauce makes
these noodles. It’s not magic, it’s science:
that texture is the result of an emulsion
between the egg and cheese combination
and the starchy pasta water. Pasta water is
key; you should always scoop out a cupful
before pouring it down the drain—it will
improve just about any sauce or other
addition you put with the pasta. (Make
sure it’s well salted; a salty pasta water
imparts much more flavor!)

3. In a separate large bowl, whisk the eggs
with the grated cheeses, and add a pinch of
freshly ground black pepper. Add the pasta
(which should have cooled slightly, so it won’t
scramble the egg!) to the egg mixture and
toss to coat. Pour the contents of the bowl
into the frying pan with the zucchini and

mix well, adding a couple tablespoons of the
reserved pasta water to help make a smooth
sauce.
4. Divide among bowls and serve with a
drizzle of high-quality olive oil, some freshly
ground black pepper, and a bit more grated
cheese.

R ome — L earning the L anguage

Maria learned this dish from her
Italian host mom, Mimma (“the most
incredible cook!”), in Como, where she
studied abroad during a gap year after
high school. This carbonara is different
from the carbonara you might know: the
classic version is made with guanciale
(or bacon) and eggs mixed with grated
Pecorino Romano or Parmigiano
Reggiano, which creates a delightfully
creamy plate of pasta. I love Mimma’s
version, which adds grated zucchini and
removes the guanciale.
This recipe calls for both Pecorino
cheese and Parmigiano Reggiano—
Pecorino is a bit saltier; Parm is a little
sweeter and nuttier. I enjoy this combo
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AGE AIN’T NOTHIN’ BUT A NUMBER . . . RIGHT?
— M A T U R I N G A N D S T O R I N G

Usually those tannins will transform [ . . .
] and that is exactly what happened after
a year and half with this chocolate! The
very fresh unripe plum-f lavour notes had
matured to ripe, almost prune notes, like a
port. The spiciness, which had been like an
angry bee that wants to get out, was still
there, but it had mellowed. It was the best
chocolate I had on the shelf.”
Who knows, maybe in a decade we’ll
see chocolate sold by vintage year!
But not all wines age well. Wines age
best when they are high in acidity and (for
red wines) high in tannins because those
will soften and smooth over time. Other
important elements to look for are high
alcohol content and fruit-forward flavors.
Red wines typically age better than white
wines, although some whites, like Madeira
and Chardonnay, are known for aging well.
The color of a white wine becomes
more intense and darkens, due to
oxidation, whereas red wine loses color
and gets paler in intensity, because
pigmented tannins become sediment.
Flavors develop as wines mature, which
can either be delicious or less than

vintages. (There are different styles of dry
Sherry–Fino, Oloroso, and Amontillado–
and the specifics of the maturation process
determine which style it will become.
There’s a fascinating method used in the
making of Fino Sherry, and partially in
the making of Amontillado Sherry, in
which the liquid ages under a thick white
layer of yeast, known as flor. This protects
the sherry from oxidizing. With Oloroso
Sherry, the wine ages in contact with
oxygen, which result in a brown color and
flavors of dried fruits and caramel.)
The solera system ensures that your
Sherry has a variety of ages in it, and
there’s no need to continue aging it. Port,
on the other hand, has the potential to
mature in-bottle for at least twenty years,
and often even longer.
Port, which is produced from grapes
grown in the Upper Douro region of
Portugal, begins its production process
much like any other red wine–after the
harvest, the grapes are gently crushed and
the skins macerate in the juices to extract
color and tannin. But then! fermentation
is not allowed to come to completion–
the addition of grape spirit is added to
boost the alcohol content, which kills the
yeast and interrupts fermentation. The
resulting wine is sweet and high in alcohol,
and is then matured, traditionally in an
old-oak cask. There are Ruby Ports and
Tawny Ports, which get their name from
their tawny color, which are the result of
extended oxidative ageing.
When it comes to Vintage Port, those
bottles can be aged for a maximum of
two and a half years in barrel (or stainless

A ge A in ’ t N othin ’ but a N umber  . . . R ight ? — M
 aturing and S toring
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Coffee and chocolate are two of my other
favorite fermented products that not
everyone associates with fermentation.
Like the grapes, coffee cherries and cacao
pods are picked, then undergo a process
of fermentation, although their process
is slightly different. Let’s take the cacao
pod as our example: once freshly picked,
the beans are spread out on tarps or mats
and covered with leaves so they don’t dry
out before they fully ferment. The beans
are encased in a moist, fleshy layer that’s
full of sugary starches, and this sugar is
converted into amino acids and peptides,
which is how fermentation hugely impacts
the flavor of the final chocolate product.
When Danish chocolate maker and
former chef Mikkel Friis-Holm tasted
a chocolate he’d just made, he noted
that it had a lot of tannins. Then he had
a lightbulb moment; like wine! Which
inspired him to try aging his chocolate. He
recounted this epiphany to writer Jenny
Linford, who told the story in her book
The Missing Ingredient: “This is exactly
the same sensation I get when I drink
a young red wine with lots of tannins.

ideal. “Once in-bottle most wines do not
improve,” said my WSET class manual,
“Their fruit flavors start to fade and are
replaced with vegetal notes. A few wines
are able to mature and improve over the
course of several years and sometimes
decades.”
Regardless of how long you’re keeping
wine before you open it, it’s best to store
bottles somewhere cool and not in direct
sunlight. That’s why ancient Romans
stored wine in catacombs (underground
cemeteries)! Creepiest wine cellars
ever. Whether aging or simply storing,
minimum disturbance is also important.
Laid horizontal on the top shelf of the
closet is my go-to.
What about sherry? And Port? Aren’t
they a type of wine; do they age well?
Sherry and Port are fortified wines,
which means they’re both high in alcohol,
and although they both age for around
two years in their production, once they’re
bottled, sherry won’t really improve with
additional aging in the bottle, whereas
Port will. Tannins are part of the reason
for that: sherry is made with white wine
grapes and Port is made with red wine
grapes.
In Sherry production (produced in
southern Spain), a simple dry white wine
is made and then, after fermentation is
complete, alcohol is added and the wine
is aged using the solera system, in which
the wine moves through a series of oak
casks as it matures. These casks contain
wines of different ages and they blend
together as they age, which means that
the resulting sherries are a mixture of
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—J U L I A C H I L D
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How can a
nation be called
great if its
bread tastes
like Kleenex?

PART THREE

BREAD // FRANCE
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A N A U D I E N C E W I T H B R E A D R O Y A LT Y

It was early morning and the sparrows in
the bush outside of my London bedroom
window chattered noisily and they lifted
me into awareness. My first conscious
thought was, It’s time to bake bread, and
like a gluten zombie I moved the covers
off my body and got out of bed. This had
become my norm. Another day, another
loaf.
How did I become this person? I was
never a “sourdough bro” type, nor did I
have much of a desire to perfect the art
of the flawless loaf; I’ve been spoiled by
artisan bakeries in both Brooklyn and
London, which precluded the need to buy
sub-par bread. Leave it to the pros, was my
thinking.
Something changed. I can tell you
with certainty that making bread has
transformed our home. Connor agrees—
he’s the one who made the observation in
the first place. The joy of giving birth to a
bundle of fresh bread is a worthy pursuit,
and a joy I can’t help but encourage others
to try.
When I moved to Europe, I loved
bread—I valued the good stuff, but I

didn’t understand how it got that way. My
first attempt at maintaining a sourdough
starter, when I was still in New York,
became a forlorn side project, and then a
dead one. I accepted my relationship with
bread baking as one in which I admired
the people who did it and delighted in the
results of their craft. I might have stayed
that way forever if I had not, on a crisp
spring morning in London, met French
bread royalty.
MY PALMS WERE CL AMMY AS I PEERED AT

the clock: noon. My lunch meeting was
in an hour. I looked in the mirror to
straighten my shirt under my sweater and
left for my audience with the reigning
queen of French bread, Apollonia Poilâne.
I had spent the entire morning
immersing myself in information about
her: I read every article I could find in
The New Yorker, Gentlewoman, Financial
Times, and Monocle, I watched her various
French television appearances online. In
the days prior, I’d filled my podcast stream
with the British, French, and American
shows she’d been interviewed on, listening
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Bread Inspiration Well
For any of these, a “topping” of oats or
seeds (sunflower seeds, sesame seeds, poppy
seeds, pumpking seeds, etc.) is a fun addition.
This step is done directly after shaping the
dough, before it’s placed in its banneton,
cloth-lined bowl, or tin. To add this topping,
sprinkle oats or seeds on a kitchen towel in
a thin, evenly spaced layer (sparse or dense,
up to you) and as soon as you’ve shaped your
dough, roll the smooth, top side of the dough
on the oats/seeds laying on the towel. The
oats/seeds should stick. Continue with the
rest of the recipe as normal.

LIQUID: For the Sriracha Sourdough and Pane
al Vino loaves, adjust Step 2, the autolyse
step. Swap out the 50 grams of whole wheat
flour for 50 grams of all-purpose flour—a
lighter canvas of dough makes these colors
pop. Add the amount of liquids indicated
below and mix with the flours for autolyse.
Follow the remaining directions of My Go-To
Sourdough Loaf to completion.
SOLIDS: For these loaves (Pain au Fromage,
Walnut and Raisin Rye, Rosemary and
Roasted Potato, Olive and Thyme Spelt,
Sultana Fennel), when a flour substitution
is called for, swap it out for the 50 grams of
whole wheat flour in Step 2 (autolyse).

For all the solid ingredients, make this
addition, a little at a time, during Step 4
(stretch and folds). Sprinkle a handful of
the solid (grated cheese/nuts/herbs/dried
fruit/veg) over the dough, then do your first
stretch and fold. Sprinkle more solids on the
dough, then do your next stretch and fold.
Repeat with the remaining solid ingredients
called for in the recipe you’re following
(below) as you complete the instructions
of Step 4. When you let the dough sit for
bulk fermentation, the solids should be
well incorporated throughout. Follow the
remaining directions in My Go-To Sourdough
Loaf to completion.
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G etting C reative
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These all use My Go-To Sourdough Loaf
(page 000) as a base recipe. These variations
take two forms: adding liquid or solids. (In
some cases, I suggest different flours, too.)
When the substituted or additional
ingredients are added depends on whether
it’s liquid (which happens at step 2), or solid
(at step 4). For the recipes in which I’ve
suggested different kinds of flour, you will
swap out the 50 grams of whole wheat flour
in step 2 for 50 grams of my substitution
flour.

HOW TO ADD THE VARIANT MATERIALS

SRIRACHA SOURDOUGH

PANE AL VINO

Additional/substituted ingredients:

Additional/substituted ingredients:

50 grams all-purpose flour
200 grams Sriracha hot sauce
200 grams warm water

50 grams all-purpose flour
200 grams red wine
200 grams water

Note: In the bread pictured, you’ll see slices from different loaves I baked in which I adjusted the ratio of wine-
to-water. The recipe above is my standard, because I find you get the hint of color without affecting the texture
much. (Adjust the ratios of wine to water if you’re keen to explore!)

PAIN AU FROMAGE

Additional ingredient:
150 grams Red Leicester (or Colby) cheese,
grated

WALNUT AND RAISIN RYE LOAF

Additional/substituted ingredients:
50 grams rye flour
75 grams raisins, soaked in water for an hour,
then drained
50 grams walnuts, whole and toasted
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